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plant could soon be
owned by the state.
The Natural
Resources Board will
be asked to approve
the purchase of 990
acres along the
Lower Chippewa
River in Dunn
ADVERTISEMENT

County, southwest of
Eau Claire, at its
meeting on Aug. 3 in
Ashland.
The Department of
Natural Resources
would pay
$2,080,155 for the
property, which is
owned by Xcel
Energy, the
Debbie
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large service area in the region.
The property includes a portion of the
Chippewa River trail and 18,000 feet of
shoreline on the south side of the river.
Located in a floodplain, the property can
be hard to access at certain times of the
year. In the spring and fall, the Chippewa
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scaled-down locomotives and cars to
transport sightseers through remote
areas.
Douglas J. Haag, real estate manager for
the DNR, said Xcel approached the
agency about a year ago and asked
whether it would be interested in buying
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Xcel has been working with the DNR on
management of the property.
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"Barack Obama and Hillary
Clinton have left us with $19
trillion in debt."

"This really stood out as a win for both
parties," she said. "It keeps the
recreational opportunities for the public,
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and we wanted to make sure it got in the
right hands."
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Xcel wants to sell the rest of the land but
has no timetable, Schwartz said.
After plans for the $1.3 billion nuclear
power plant collapsed, Xcel still held out
plans to build a coal-fired plant on the
property. By 2006, the company decided
not to construct a plant on the property.
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"We're thrilled about the purchase," said
Elanor Wolf, president of the Lower
Chippewa River Alliance. "We don't
have to worry about it being developed.
It's great bird habitat. There's no
development on that stretch of the river."
The Eastern Massasauga rattlesnake, a
state endangered species, is on the
property. The river has populations of
paddlefish, a state threatened species.
Haag said the region is home to several
fishing and hunting groups The land is
close to other public properties and is
within the boundaries of the state master
plan for the Lower Chippewa River State
Natural Area.
The ever-shifting sandbars and islands of
the river have long attracted recreational
users, but today mask the controversy
that reverberated there in the 1970s.
Northern States Power Co., the former
corporate name of Xcel, proposed
building the Tyrone nuclear power plant
on the site.
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It was one of three nuclear proposals —
the others were Koshkonong on Lake
Koshkonong in Jefferson County and
Haven on Lake Michigan in Sheboygan
County — that were never constructed in
Wisconsin.
The Tyrone plant was named after a
town founded in 1856 during the logging
boom, according to the Durand School
District. Most residents eventually
moved away. The local population
thinned more when Northern States
Power began buying out property
owners, sometimes using eminent
domain.
The Tyrone plan prompted riverfront
protests and legislative hearings in
Madison. Opponents fought it on
environmental grounds, and supporters
touted the construction jobs and claims
of lower electricity costs.
The state Public Service Commission
rejected construction plans in 1979 on a
2-1 vote — three weeks before the Three
Mile Island nuclear accident in
Pennsylvania.
A combination of rising costs and
growing public opposition defeated
Tyrone and the other nuclear ventures.
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